According to the features of Chinese personal name, we present an approach for Chinese personal name recognition based on conditional random fields (CRF) and knowledge base in this paper. The method builds multiple features of CRF model by adopting Chinese character as processing unit, selects useful features based on selection algorithm of knowledge base and incremental feature template, and finally implements the automatic recognition of Chinese personal name from Chinese document. The experimental results on open real corpus demonstrated the effectiveness of our method and obtained high accuracy rate and high recall rate of recognition.
Introduction
Named Entity refers to identified entity using name, such as person name, place name, and organization name [1] . Named Entity Recognition is the process of identifying name or symbol of specified events from natural language documents. At present, there have been a lot of works on Named Entity Recognition, especially on the person name, place name, and organization name. Chinese personal names account for a large proportion in the named entity, so Chinese personal name recognition is a subquestion and also is the spot of Chinese Named Entity Recognition. There are different forms of Chinese names, and the choice of words forming name is very optimal, so automatic Chinese personal name recognition is one of the difficulties for Named Entity Recognition.
In the past several decades, many effective Chinese names recognition algorithms have been proposed, which can be classified into two categories: methods based on rules and methods of statistics. The method based on rules commonly match artificial rules to recognize Chinese names [2] . The algorithm integrating boundary templates and local statistics has been developed to identify Chinese names, which identified possible names using boundary templates extracted from corpus with frequency and then corrected the recognition results by local statistics of context and several heuristic rules [3] . The experimental result proved effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in literature and high speed for smallscale corpus, but there were drawbacks, such as the fact that the coverage of rules was limited, the fact that the design was difficult, and the fact that transportability was poor. The methods of statistics usually are used to recognize Chinese names by statistical language model based on counting Chinese names and their contexts of the large-scale language corpus [4] , so this method has a good portability and is the most common approach. Two other methods based on HMM (hidden Markov model) and based on MEM (maximum entropy model) have been proposed to identify Chinese names, in which problem of person name recognition is converted into a sequence annotation problem, but the strict independence hypothesis must set in HMM, while tag offset must be solved in MEM [5, 6] .
CRF short for conditional random fields is a new probability graph model, which does not require strict independence assumption, can easily contain a variety of characteristics in the model, and can successfully solve the problem of the label position, so it has been widely applied to natural language processing, such as Chinese word segmentation, speech tagging, and Named Entity [7] . CRF model integrating many features can significantly improve the performance of Named Entity Recognition [8] ; therefore we present a method of Chinese personal name recognition based on CRF and knowledge base according to the characteristics of Chinese personal name. The method adopts Chinese character as processing unit to build multiple features CRF model, uses selection algorithm of the person name knowledge base and incremental feature template to select features, and finally implements the automatic person name recognition from Chinese document.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the characteristics of Chinese personal name. In Section 3, we describe CRF and its application on feature annotation. Section 4 builds the knowledge base according to the features of Chinese personal names. Section 5 describes the recognition process and illustrates the details of the key content. Section 6 describes our experiment based on our training corpus and open test corpus. We make a conclusion of our work and present direction we are forwarding in Section 7.
The Characteristics of Chinese Personal Names
The names of Chinese people have their own tradition and characteristics. Unlike westerners, the family name in China is put first, followed by the given name. The family name and the given name usually contain one or two Chinese characters in order to avoid confusion [9] . After statistical analysis on a large number of corpuses, we found that the main characteristics of Chinese personal names are manifested in the following aspects.
(1) The Usage of Characters in Family Names. Altogether, some 22,000 family names have been used in China in the past, some of them have been reserved, and only 3,500 are commonly used nowadays, so usage of words in family names is limited. Among all the family names, 100 common ones cover almost 87% of the total population. The most popular three are Li, Wang, and Zhang, respectively, occupying about 7.9%, 7.4%, and 7.1% of the whole Chinese population, so a few words are the most popular, such as Zhang, Wang, Li, Zhao, and Liu [10] .
(2) The Usage of Characters in Given Names. The characters used as name are many, but Chinese names are meant to convey special meaning, and the given names often express the best of wishes for the newborn. Therefore, they are relatively concentrated. For example, the names formed by the characters with high frequency occupied 30.1% of the whole statistics' 3345 names.
(3) The Characteristics of Personal Name's Boundary Terms.
The boundary terms were formed by adjacent character with personal name in the text, which include appellation words (such as Mr, Ms, and Dr), action verbs (e.g., said and notes), and punctuation (such as " , "). We can use these boundary terms to determine the boundary of names, so these are indexes for identifying person names.
The structure of CRF.
CRF
CRF refers to predicting the most likely marked sequence by defining label sequences and observing conditional probability ( ( | )) of these sequences. The basic problem of recognizing Chinese personal names from Chinese text is to gain words tagging to serialized data. Therefore, it is very suitable to select CRF for recognizing Chinese personal names. CRF used to simulate the sequence data is a simple chain graph or chart, as shown in Figure 1 . The recognition algorithm of Chinese personal name is as follows.
Firstly, we select our using feature function, which is a key process of model building and affects directly the recognition performance of the model. On the basis of the analysis on the characteristics of the Chinese people names, we introduce itself features of word and features of context to select the feature function ( ( −1 , , , )) in our model.
Secondly, weight estimation of feature function would be calculated, which refers to calculating weight ( ) of each feature function ( ( −1 , , , )), so this progress is called training process of CRFs model. We choose maximum likelihood estimate method to complete trainings and get the weight of characteristic function in the form of iteration.
Finally, the recognition process of CRFs model would be accomplished. If the observed sequence of segmentation strings = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) is given, the condition sequence maximum probability = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) would be gotten in the process.
Knowledge Base of Chinese Personal Names
Experimental results indicate that global features are very effective in improving the performance of Named Entity Recognition [11] . The local features, such as word and term, can be directly extracted from the training and test corpuses, while the global feature could be extracted based on related knowledge base. In our knowledge base, some information should be included, such as the table used to record usage of characters in family names, the table used to record usage of characters in given names, the table used to record left boundary words of person names, and the table used to record right boundary words of person names. In corpus pretreatment, the global feature would be extracted by querying our knowledge base. We construct knowledge base of names in this paper according to tagged corpus of People's Daily published between January 2000 and June 2000. (1) The 
(4) The table used to record right boundary words of person names, which includes 1380 words. The words would fall into this table if the probability of right boundary words is greater than the specified threshold. The formulation for calculating probability is given. Of course, if we use Right number to represent the number of times those words are seen as right boundary words and use Total number to show the number of total times those words appeared, the probability of right boundary words would be gotten as follows: the probability of left boundary words
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Recognition Process.
When using CRF model name recognition, the global features, which are extracted according to knowledge base, are introduced to improve the recognition performance of Chinese names. Because the experiment is accomplished using toolkit (CRF++), the format of corpus must be transformed in this paper. The process is shown in Figure 2 .
Tagging Sets.
In our method, we transformed the Chinese names recognition problem into an equivalent sequence tagging problem, so the tagging set is used to record the result of sequence annotation, which is defined as { , , , , }, where refers to the first word of personal name, refers to the middle word of person name, refers to the final word of personal name, represents person name with a word character, and represents word which is not used for person name.
Feature Selection.
In theory, CRF may contain any features. Feature selection can affect greatly the training effect of CRF, so an effective feature set should be selected to obtain ideal accuracy and recall rate [12] . Based on the features of the Chinese names above, 6 types of features are selected in this paper, including the word, the speech of word, and four Boolean values which refer to whether word falls into the Table 2 , where the first column represents Ch, the second column represents POS, the third column represents LN, the fourth column represents FN, the fifth column The word itself
The speech of word (POS) n B, n I, n E, v S, . . .
Belongs to family names (LN) LN or 0
Belongs to given names (FN) FN or 0
Belongs to left boundary words (LB) LB or 0
Belongs to right boundary words (RB) RB or 0 
represents LB, the sixth column represents RB, and the final column represents the results of the manual annotation.
Feature Templates Selection.
For training learning of conditional random fields, choosing suitable feature templates is the key to identify Chinese personal name. Because there are many selected features of person name, choosing suitable feature templates is a complex process that requires repeated experimental comparison. In this brief, we use incremental selection algorithm to obtain the best feature templates, and the specific implementation is described below.
(1) Set the feature of a word as the base feature of atomic feature template. We would do, respectively, some experiments combining the feature of a word with other features of names and then put these features into atomic feature template if the identification effect is improved. Based on the many experimental results, the suitable atomic feature template was determined.
(2) Build items of compound feature template according to the characters of atomic feature template. We would do, respectively, some experiments combining atomic feature template with an item of compound feature template and then put this item into the items set of candidate compound feature templates if the identification effect is improved. Based on the many experimental results, items of compound feature template were determined. (3) Set atomic feature template as initial value of the optimal feature template. We would do, respectively, some experiments combining the optimal feature template with items of candidate compound feature template and then put this item into the optimal feature template if the identification effect is improved. Based on the many experimental results, the optimal feature template was determined.
The optimal feature template is shown in Table 3 . In order to make full use of context information, we set the size of feature window to 5 considering the influence of large window on system performance.
The Training Methods of Model
Parameters. For CRF model, the weight is used to measure the importance of feature function, which can be obtained by learning from training data. The GIS and IIS are the two earliest algorithms used to train model parameters of CRF, and they are iterative gradient methods. Iterative gradient method is simple and easy, but slow to convergence, so L-BFGS algorithm is widely used to train model parameters of CRF, which is more effective in convergence, and decreases space complexity and time complexity compared with iterative gradient algorithm. Therefore, we select the L-BFGS algorithm to train model parameters in this paper.
The Testing Research and Analysis
The Experimental Data.
We split corpus into two parts in accordance with the ratio of 5 : 1, which is tagged on People's Daily published in January 1998 by Computational Linguistics Institute of Peking University, and then choose one as our training corpus and the other as our open test corpus. Training corpus contains 1,558,558 words including 1,086 words used in names and test corpus contains 270,270 words including 2,125 words used in names. In addition, the words, extracted randomly from training corpus, are set as of a closed test corpus. Finally, (accuracy), (recall rate), and Table 4 . There are two local characteristics, words and speech of words, in the CRF model, but we introduce global features based on knowledge base (which is manually constructed) to the CRF model. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the accuracy, the recall rate, and value increased using the method based on CRF + knowledge compared with that based on CRF. value increased by 1.50% in the close test and by 1.01% in the open test. Above all, the recognition effect of personal names would be improved by introducing the global features.
There are two local characteristics, words and speech of words, in the CRF model, but we introduce global features based on knowledge base (which is manually constructed) to the CRF model. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the accuracy, the recall rate, and value increased using the method based on CRF + knowledge compared with that based on CRF, and value increased by 1.50% in the close test and by 1.01% in the open test. Above all, the recognition effect of person names would be improved by introducing the global features.
The method based on statistical language model is used to identify Chinese names from the large-scale corpus [5, 6] . The training corpus and test corpus used in literature [5, 6] are the same as this paper, so we make a series of experiments using different methods. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 , which indicates that recognition effect is the best using method proposed in this paper.
Conclusion
According to characters of Chinese personal name, we presented the recognition method combining CRF and knowledge base to identify Chinese personal names from Chinese document and carried out some experiments using this method on open and closed testing. The results of our open and closed experiments show that its performance is competitive. In the future, we will try to do some works to improve the system performance, including introducing semantic analysis, choosing word segment tool with precision, and perfecting dictionary related names.
